In this paper, we give some sufficient conditions for analytic functions defined on lzl ( 1 to have positive ieal part and in general to satisfy the subordination p\z) < q(z). Also some applications of these results are discussed.
Introduction
Let Ao be the class of all functions f (r) : zIa2z2 iasz3 *. . w.hich are analytic in A : {r;lrl < 1} Let Abe the class of all functions p(z) : l-tptzlp2z2 +' ' ' which are analytic in A. The class P of Caratheodory functions consists of functions p(z) € .4 having positive real part. Recently Nunokawa et. aI. 12] gave some sufficient conditions for analytic functions in A to have positive real part. In this paper, we generalized the results by finding some conditions on a,g,1,d and w(z) such that each of the foilowing differential subordination implies p(z) e P: o ap(z) + 7pQ)' + i4 i 6zp'(z) < w(z),
. ap(z)2 * 6zp(z)p'(r) < u("),,, .
o ap(z) + 0pQ)2 + i4 + 6i& < w(z),
. ap(z) + gpQ)' + ia + 6#E < w(z).
Notethat the conciusionp(z) €P canbewritten asp(z) < (1+ ")lQ-z).In this paper, we find sufficient conditions for the subordination p(z) < q(z) to hold.
Our results include the results obtained by Nunokawa et. a1. [2] . We also give some application of our results to obtain sufficient conditions for starlikeness. We need the following result of Milier and Mocanu [1] to prove our main result: Theorem A. Let q(z) be uniualent i,n the uni,t di,sk A and 0 and Q be analyti,c 'in a doma'in D conta'in'ing q(A) wi,th Q(tu) + 0 when w e q(A). Set QQ) :
zq' (z)6@Q)), h(z) : 0(q(z)) + QQ). Suppose that (1) QQ) r,s starl'ike uniualent'in L, and -Ll t -t (2) Reffi>0forz€4.
If q(r) i,s a analyt'ic 'in A wi,th p(0) : q(0), p(D) € D and O(p(z)) + zp'(z)S@Q)) < 0(q(r)) * zq'(r)6@Q)), then p(z) < q(z)and q(z) i,s the best domi,nant.
Caratheodory F\rnctions
We begin with the following: 0(p(r)) -t zp'(z)Q@Q)) < e@Q)) * zq'(z)Q@Q)).
The result follows by an application of Theorem A. Tlie proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 2.9 and therefore it is omitted. 
